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Map of the LAGs in Croatia

- in the programming period 2014. – 2020. 54 LAGs selected (EAFRD – monofund)
- 2,83% of the RDP 2014 - 2020 (~ 67.540.725,00 €)
- cover the area of 508 local government units (92% of total LGU)
- include 2.4 million inhabitants (57% of total inhabitants), average per LAG 45.000 inhabitants
- cover the surface 51.000 km² (90% of the total HR surface), average per LAG 945 km²
- 131 employees working on implementation of the LDS (average per LAG 2,4)

On call for proposal for selection of LAGs (03.06.– 01.07.2016.) it was total contracted 463.050.783,16 HRK:

• implementation of the LDS projects (TO 19.2.1 - LAGs call for proposal) = 352.835.768,16 HRK

• preparation and implementation of cooperation activities (TO 19.3.1 and 19.3.2) = 17.641.788,42 HRK

• running costs and animation (TO 19.4.1) = 92.573.226,62 HRK
LAGs calls for proposals

LAGs started with implementation of LDS projects/announcement of LAGs call for proposals in February 2018. with LAGs call for proposal for small farmers (TO 6.3.1.).

Other LAGs calls for proposals which have been announced:
  • local infrastructure (TO 7.4.1)
  • processing of agricultural products (TO 4.2.1)
  • modernization and increasing the competitiveness of farmers (TO 4.1.1)

By the end of 2019./first half of the 2020. - announcements of LAGs call for proposals for young farmers (TO 6.1.1).

In 2020. - announcements LAGs call for proposals for small forest infrastructure (TO 8.5.2.) and development of diversification of farmers (TO 6.4.1.).

LAGs made the announcement of 161 LAGs calls for proposals worth of 264,5 million HRK and selected 987 projects worth 137,3 million HRK.
Preparation for period 2021. – 2027.

• Discussion with the Coordination Body for ESI funds (Ministry of Regional Development and EU Funds)

• Discussion with LAGs

• Preparation for the SP CAP 2021. – 2027.

• Multifund LDS - challenge for both, state administration and LAGs (human capacities)

• Min. 5% EAFRD (SP CAP 2012. – 2027.) – nearly double in comparison to 2014. – 2020. for Croatia
Thank you for your attention!
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